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Stastny. claims

Happenings Kangaroo court
Stastny's first infraction of the
rules, and also cited disruption to
Charles Stastny faced reporters. students and faculty, the record of
and students Tuesday morning to · previous disciplinary measures
announce that he had filed a legal taken against Stasty, and his
paper seeking to refute the colleagues recommendation of
findings of Yakima Attorney Wade dismissal as sufficient reason for
Gano, in his dismissal case.
the termination of Stastny's
Central's Board of Trustees will · contract with the university.
receive Gano's recommendation
Gano also found that since the
that Stastny be dismissed at their political science department has
Feb. 1 meeting.
only "three and one half' full time
Stastny said Gano was, "Far professors, Stastny's fr_equent
from being an impartial arbitor, absences hampered the departhaving been chosen unilaterally by . ment's efforts to upgrade class
Central's administration and being offerings.
,
responsible to it." In his legal
Gano's conclusion said the
except.ions, Stastny claims the testimony showed, "convincing
testimony and evidence he gave in and cogent evidence that Profesthe hearing was not considered in sor Stastny was insubordinate in
Gano's report.
being absent from his work."
Stastny believes the focal points
Stastny said his case is
of the case are the instances of important because few legal
school approved absences, and precedents cover similiar cases,
that when he returned late from involving charges of gross misconhis trips, valid and . reasonable duct and insubordination. He said
explanations caused his delays.
the only two cases of this nature
He also said that some of the that the college cited are a decision
terms used by Gano in his report, involving employees of the Edgesuch as "gross misconduct" and water Inn in Seattle, and a case
"insubordination" are unconstitu- involving a Maine school teacher
tionally vague.
dismissed for missing two days of
Stastny believes his strongest classes on personal leave.
argument is that the only grounds
Although this teacher asked
for dismissal of a ·tenured permission from the school district
professor are, "if a violation is superintendent, she was denied
related directly and substantially her leave. After she left against
to the fitness and performance of his wishes and returned, she was
the faculty member in his fired.
Maine's Supreme Court
professional capacity."
upheld the decision of the school
Gano ,contends this is not board on·the grounds of insubordination. Stastny said the Maine
,,,..
Ellen\burg'; Bicycl~ Shop
-.,..
case did not involve an institution
of higher learning, nor did the
0
teacher's trip have, academic
importance for the school or her
T ..... ,. '
Peugeot I
'
B•cv1.lfl · R~a"' · S11n · Se"'cr
students, being merely personal.
......Ooltd "1ond,.'1 - 307 l\i "11on • 92!>·3326
by Julie Sutherland

Thursday, January 24
Marine Corps Exhibit, SUB, Room 107, all day.
ASC Movie, Norma Rae, SUB Theatre, 3, 7, 9:30 p.m.
Cross Country Ski Orientation, SUB, Room 104, 6;30-9:30 p.m.
Chess Club, SUB, Room 209, 7-10 p.m.
Central Women's Swim Team vs. PLU, Nicholson Pav., 7 p.m.
Central Wrestling vs. Columbia Basin College, Nicholson Pav.,
7:30 p.m.
Senior recital, Steve Parks, french horn, Hertz Recital Hall, 8
p.m.
Central Christian Fellowship, SUB, Room 208, 9-11 p.m.

Friday, JanWJry 25
String days, SUB Theatre/Ballroom.
String days, Hertz Recital Hall, 8 a.m.-5 p.m.
.

Central Men's JV basketball vs. Northern Ida~o College,
Nicholson Pav., 3 p.m.
Central women's basketball vs. Univ. of Alaska, Nicholson Pav.,

5 p.m.
Central men's basketball vs. WWU, Nicholson Pav., 7:30 p.m.
Movie, Littlest Outlaw, Ellensburg library, 7 p.m.
DANCE, Quigley Hall, 9 p.m.-2 a.m.

Saturday, January 26
Central men's swim team vs. Highline College, and Whitworth
College, tentative.

IB® CC:W«9Il®

Also, he said the · Maine
Supreme Court's findings could
not fully define insubordination,
which Stastny said, implies a
hierarchy where professors · are.
subordinate to administrative personnel. He helieves that situation
should. not occur in a university
setting.
Stastny said he is trying to show
how his trip had academic
importance, not only to himself but
to his students, and also enhanced
Central's scholarly reputation. His
case contends that proper and
adequate means had been left to
· instruct his students so they would
not lose valuable class time.·
Stastny explained the 'importance of the case's legal precedent
and his plans to continue with his
battle if the Board of Trustees
dismisses him. With the backing
of the American Federation of
Teachers, and his newly formed
National Committee for the
Defense. c,f Academic Rights,
. Stastny says he will fight any
negative decision of the board all
the way up through the court
system.
Although the administration
and Gano are standing firm on
their grounds for dismissal,
Stastny felt a trial will have a
much broader effect than just on
his record, but also effect the
broader rights of academic freedom.
He also said he had been "in
contact with a professor of law at
the University of Washington who
is in agreement with me, that it. is
a Kangaroo Court." St.as.tny said it
was probably the best he could
receive, under the circumstances,
with the Board of Trustees.

....1111111

Central men's wrestling at UPS.
Central's women's basketball vs. Univ. of Alaska, Nicholson
Pav., 5 p.m.
Central men's basketball vs. Simon Fraser, Nicholson Pav., 7:30
p.m.

Sunday, January 27

Strike
Fighter

I

Cross country, skiing field trip, 9 a.m.
Central Christian Fellowship, Grupe, 10 a.m.
Mass, SUB Cafeteria;, 10 a.m.
Classic Film Series, Love and; Anarch, Hertz, 7 p.m.

Monday, January 28
Curbstone, SUB Pit, 12 a.m.
Andre Kole, illusionist, Morgan Jr. High, 7

p~~·

Internationar Folkdance Club, SUB Ballroom, 7 p.m.

Tuesday ; January 29
A.S.S.E. meeting, Houge, Room 211,

6~30

p.m.

Central men's basketball vs. Seattle Pacific, Nicholson Pav., 7:30
p.m.

· The MQrine Corps
Officer Se-i ection Team
woul·d like to talk to ma le students
interested in flying upon graduat1on.
We have a limited number of
written guar-antees for '80, '81,

Papa John's Coffee House, SUB Pit, 8 p.m.

also ...

Tonighl, from 5:30-10:30 p.m., the Parks and Recreation
department will sponsor a rollerskating party for all ages at
Yakima's Magic Wheels skating rink.
Admission, which includes the price of bus transportation, is
$3.75. Those interested can register at the Parks office at 201
North Ruby or al the Community Center at 506 South Pine.

'82 and 1983 grads .
Call us

(206) 442-771 0

Or se~ the Officer ~slection Team
in the Taneum Room in the SUB.

today

January 24, 1980
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Independent plans rlin against Magnuson.
country's energy problems.
Treadwell: I feel that we can
not totally depend on fossil fuels .
but instead, ·we must develop a
long range energy program. In
this way we can search out and
develop new forms of energy. This
new energy policy 'would include
as its priorities conservation,
North American crude oil, natural
gas and · coal.
CRIER: What are your feelings
on nuclear energy?
Treadwell: I feel that nuclear
power will be an important energy
source for the future but not until

by Eric Gleason
As of last Nov. 26, ·the state's
U.S. senate seat currently held by
Senator Warren Magnuson is
being challenged by a newcommer,
William Treadwell. Treadwell, a
native of Chelan, is running on the
GOP ticket without party backing.
A graduate of the University of
Washington and New York University, he believes Magnuson's
position should be challenged _and
"it's time for a change".
Treadwell has -based his campaign on two main arguments. He

the nuclear industry can prove to .
the public that nuclear energy is
safe and efficient.
·
CRIER: Have you had the
opportunity to form an opinion on
the Northwest Power Bill that
Senator Jackson has introduced?
Treadwell: I'm very concerned
about the energy problems in this
region.
In my opinion the
Northwest Regional Power Bill
will give our power away to other
states when it looks like we may
be needing it ourselves.
CRIER: Recently there has
been talk on the ~ growing gap in

military strength between the
U.S. and the Soviet Union. Do you
think that we should close that
gap?
Treadwell: Certainly, we must
maintain our national defense and
if need be, close that gap. We
should step up our navy and
maintain the U.S. Marines as they
.are both vital. We must also
curtail the nuclear weapons race
by developing a true and effective
Salt treaty.
CRIER: What do you think
should be done for the economy?
Treadwell: Currently, we are

experiencing double digit inflation
and I feel that this is mainly due to
the fact that the money supply is
too large and that credit can be
obtained too easily. I also feel that
government deficit spending plays
an important part in our inflation
problems. We must adopt a stif~er
economic policy. In this area I
would work for a constitutional
amendment to mandate a balanced
federal budget. Another cause is
the American International trade
deficit. I would support a surplus
trade policy ·objective, based on
free trade and fair trade.

Dorms plagued by false alarms
Last quarter a s~rious problem director of residence living,
students don't realize the danger
continued in Central's dorms.
Students are still pulling false fire of pulling fire alarms and
tampering with fire equipment.
alarms.
Central does not have its own Desler said as many as seven false
fire department and depends on alarms occurred fall quarter in at
Ellensburg's to respond to campus least four residence halls.
In July of 1975, a residence hall
alarms. The department responds
fire at M.I. T. in Boston, Mass.
· to all alarms.
According to Mary Desler, the killed one student. Another fire in
1

Children· learn to act
William Tree-d well
says a U.S. senator should be
limited to two terms and that the
nation should refrain from defecit
spending and balance the budget.
Although he has little political
experience, Treadwell believes he
has received sufficient education
and training to do the job.. "As a
well informed-eitizen," he said, "I
feel I need no former experience."
He is a former professor of law
at Gonzaga University and for the
past six·years has been practicing
law in the District of Columbia as a
trial lawyer.
Recently, the CRIER interviewed Treadwell and ·asked
several questions pertaining to
today's issues.
CRIER:
What are your
suggestions for solving some of the

Economy
analyzed
Central Washington citizens
looking for. a realistic analysis of
where the regional economy is ·
going can get some solid answers
from their local Chambers of
Commerce, with the aid of Central
Washington University economist
Wolfgang Franz.
Dr. Franz's monthly business
,digests summarize local economic
indicators and c9mpare them. with
figures from the previous year,
noting the percent change over the
12-month period.
With the . assistance of area
Chambers, Franz compiles local
summaries of retail sales, postal
receipts, building permits, new
business starts, telephone connection and banking activity.
In addition, his reports include
national and regional figures like
consumer price index, labor force
statistics and sales of farm
commodities.
Franz's digests will be published
· monthly beginning Feb. 1, as
"Yakima - Area Business Indicators," in the Yakima Herald
Republic. The reports will also be
available at the Yakima Chamber
of Commerce Office.
~ Franz also prepares the "Ellensburg Business Barometer" column
published in Ellensburg Daily
Record.
.
Franz, who joined the Central
faculty in 1969, is an alumnus,
graduating with. honors in 1965,
and completing his Ph.D. in
economics at Washington- State
University four years later.
He has been a ·member of
Ellensburg's City Planning Commission for six years.

Hey, don't look now, but it's
time once again for the Child
Dram~ Center.
The Center is
sponsored every winter quarter
by Central's drama department
and is used as a classroom type
experience to aid in the teaching of
the theatre to children.
Saturday, Jan. 26 is the day
marked for registration, which will
be held in Threepenny Playhouse
in Barge Hall. Registration time
. for children is 10 a.m. and anyone
who is in kindergarden ,through
7th grade is encouraged to enroll.
The enrollment_ fee has been kept
at $15 for the seven week session..
Classes will meet each Saturday
and explore the world of theatre.
Sessions include, puppetry, makeup and mime. Two classes will run
at the same time to fully utilize the
teaching staff. From 9-10:30 a.m.
is scheduled for the ·5 and 6 year
olds, while the 9 and 10 year olds
will meet at the same time in
another area. From 11-12:30 p.m.
the classes will consist of 7 to 8
year olds and 11 to 12 year olds.
This year's staff includes Clayton Doherty, who has been with
the Child Drama Center for two

years. Working with Doherty in
the role of teachers are Felice
Green and Mary Fridlund. Both of
whom are Drama students at
Central. Assisting the teach~rs
will be Cory Ederhart.
The Child Drama Center will
also be a lab experience for the
members of the Practice in
Creative Dramatics class. The
class members will put in lab time
on Saturdays working with the
teachers. Each student will have•
the opportunity to put the class
theory into practice as a class
assistant.
This highly s-uccessful program
is limiting each class to an
enrollment of 20 students and class
enrollment will be on a first coine
first serve basis.
As in past years, the program is
under the direction of A. James
Hawkins, Children's Theatre director of Central's drama department.
For more information contact
the Child drama Center at
963-1230 or attend the registration
session on Saturday and see just
how much fun theatre can be.

April of 1976 at Skidmore College
in Saratoga Springs, New York,
killed another and hospitalized 23.
The last reported residence hall
fire occurred in December of 1978
at a women's dorm in Ellisville,
Mississippi, killing 15 and injuring
16 others.
Some . dangers involved in
tampering with fire equipme.n t or
pulling false alarms include students ignoring the initial alarm. In
a real emergency students could
find themselves trapped in a
building and subject to smoke and
toxic fumes which impairs think-

ing and reflexes.
Due to numerous false alarms,
annoyed residents· have plugged
the fire horns .and as a result,
whole residence hall sections
might be unable to hear the alarm.
At the least, false alarms annoy
residents. The ringing continues
until an electrician arrives to reset
the alarm. Any student caught
pulling an alarm will be fined $75
by Central and can possibly be
suspended from school. The city's .
fire department can also fine the
student. .

. Entertainment

Excellent sandwiches,
pizzas I Mexican food.

~

. · ~ Friday 6:30-8pm Katherine Hettere-Brown guitar &
·-··.. ~~· ;ocals . ..' 8-lOp.m. Lee Hochberg guitar & vocals
7-10 pm Charlie Lowther

an~

Mon-Thurs. 8:00a.m.-9:00p.m.
Fri.-:-Sat. S':OOa.m.· 10:30p.m.

THE PRICE OF THE
ULTIMATE HAS JUST ·
TAKEN A GIANT
STEP DOWNWARD!
YOU'VE NEVER HEARD
LOUD~PEAKERS

UNTIL

YOU'VE HEARD THE BOSTON'S!
THE NEW .

Boston Acoustics

EXCLUSIVELY AT

A-200 LOUDSPEAKERS!
STORE HOURS:
l 0:30 - 5:30

(Closed Sunday)

TEREDCRIFT.
408 N. Pearl

962-2830
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Co1nmentary·
A nation's loss
by Ken Munsell
Justice William 0. Douglas died
last Saturday. The state has lost
probably the greatest person ever
produced here. The nation has lost
one of its greatest patriots.
America constantly needs more
people like Douglas. In almost
four decades on the U.S. Supreme
Court, he constantly championed
the rights of all Americans to
freely think and debate in a
democratic society.
For the jaded among us, that
probably sounds like cheap,
knee-jerk chauvanism. It isn't.
Because of people like Douglas, I
can sit at this typewriter and tell
people what I like or dislike and
not be thrown in jail or harassed.
Most people, in most ·of the
· world's countries, cannot. The
threat to you and I today comes
f;rom both the left and the right in
politics. Both leftist and rightist '
governments throughout the
world deny people the right to be
heard and to debate issues in a
calm, dignified manner.
The United States needs people
who are ever-vigilant to guard
these rights. Justice Douglas was
one of them.
Occasionally, some paranoid
fool in the government (of Richard
Nixon's stripe) decides that there
is only one way to think. It is at
those times, that people are

needed to fight for all of our rights.
Nobody knows how precious
those rights are until they are
taken away. Just ask people who
came over here from a variety of
countries in Europe, Asia and
South America. See how amazed
they are that' they don't have to
look over their shoulder when they
say something.
For many of them, it is also a
mind-blowing experience to see
anti-government opinions printed
in the American press or see a
charicature of the president which
makes him appear foolish. We
take all of this for granted and
don't even notice it.
Many
foreigners can't believe this can
happen. It doesn't in their own
countries.
A few people in America don't ,
take these rights and individual
freedoms for granted and spend
their entire lives fighting for them.
Justice Douglas was one of these.
We should be mighty grateful
that we continue to produce them
in America. We've lost a great
man, but his work will live long
after his death. Most importantly,
because of Justice Douglas, many
more people will have the
opportunity to become just as
great and do work just as long
lasting in a free society that is the
envy of the world.

As per usual, I tend to change heart at the last minute in doing my columns, meaning of course that
I don't print what I intend to print on Monday, our deadline. This week was one such example.
In case you haven't heard, Becky Prieur our editor, was disabled last weekend by kidney stones.
Becky was unable to devote the usual time needed for her tasks, and much to mutual credit as her
staff-she didn't need to. Janette is tromping around like a managing editor and the rest of us peons
: are just trying to keep calm and productive. Not th(!,t chaos is rampant, it isn't, it's just that the
CRIERlhas never, in our time, operated without an editor in residence.
It really may be an insignificant episode in our schedule, but then again we miss her and have been
concerned to the point of visiting her daily until she was discharged from the hospital. She's our girl
and we missed her. I hope you have ' or will have the opportunity to work for someone equally
wonderful. Becky will be back to work next week doctor permitting. Hurry up a_nd get well kiddo!
Scott Mueggler

: ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

Deep throat

Assassinated leader .r emembered
by Liz Lane
Historically; Americans have
honored their heroes in the
highest traditional sense possible.
Their deeds of self sacrifice and
dedication and contribution to the
general welfare of their country ·
were duly supported and praised
by an appreciative American
public. Americans in return
recorded these special acts ·in the
annals of history to be preserved
for preceding generations, as
chapters in American history
continue to be written.
Abraham Lincoln,
George
Washington, John and Robert
Ken·nedy, Susan B. Anthony are
only a few of many who have been
so honored by their country.
Many of these heroes have had
towns, cities, streets and buildings
named after them. Sometimes
their faces adorn varfous types of
currency and ,stamps.
And if
they're really famous, holidays are
taken in their honor.
More recently, America has

continued in the fine tradition of
Patterning his movement after
commemorating the accomplish- his mentor, religious leader
ments of these people. One such Mahatma Gandhi, he advocated a
example would be the celebration non-violent protest philosophy and
in some society circles of Martin used it effectively to attain civil
Luthor King Jr.'s birthday.
rights for his people.
SubseKing, an eloquent black south- quently for his efforts, he received
ern minister was considered by the Nobel Peace Prize in 1964 and
many to be the driving catalyst witnessed the enactment of the
force beliind the black Civil Rights civil rights acts iaws of 1964. ·
moveme:nt of the '50's and '60's.
He turned a smoldering national
King's dream for equality,
protest by blacks into a mounting however, was not merely a one
crusade against racial inequality dimensional "freedom for blacks
and ultimately changed the then only" thing. Rather he extended
status quo institutional racism into his movement to the poor and all of
an ineffective force.
the oppressed people as well.
King was many things to many
In his now famous "I Have a
people but to many he was a "black Dream" speech in 1963, he
Messiah" who led his people into a envisioned a day when all men
"social promised-land" where would be brothers and would live
equality-socially, economically,
·side . by side , and equality would
and politically-would be a never eventually be a reality for all
before attained reality for them instead of some ..
instead of the insufferable Jim
Unfortunately King did not live
Crow laws that had previously to see his dream for equality
materialize. On April 4, 1968 in
regulated their lives.
.Memphis, Tennessee, he was
tragically struck down by . an
assassin's bullet.
.\d ~talf :
~
Since his death, there have been
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Regardless of these rememberances measures taken by the
general public, King's movement
still live~ on in the hearts and
minds of many blacks and whites
alike.
The push for equality, although
not a vigorous as it was in King's
time, is still nonetheless a reality.
Sit-ins and protests have taken a
back seat as King's civil rights
"disciples" infiltrate the educational, political and judicial system
to fight for the rights of the poor,
blacks, whites and the generally
oppressed.
As the fight for equality
continues, one closing thought
comes to mind. You can always
kill the dreamer but the dream will
continue to live on forever. And
who says dreams don't come true
anyway?

~

Photo Editor:
de1111is t'Mns

m

buildings and streets named in his
honor, a stamp has been comemorated in his honor and there
was even legislation before Congress proposing that his birthday
be made a national holiday (it
failed by a small margin).

patti myron
t11m11ra mctee
V ie ws e xpr~sse d are not necessarily
those of students, staff or facul ty of Cen t ral
Washington Univer s ity. Ad vertis ing
mate rial presented doe s not imply

endorsement. Second class postage paid,
Ellensburg. Wa. 9892ti.

MESSAGE
The CAMPUS CRIER will be
printing Valentine messages in the
Feb. 14 issue.
75 cents for 10 words or less
5 cents for each word after 10
Messages and money will be
accepted in the SUB Info. Booth . .

not smut
Dear Ed!tor:
I hate to burst Bonnie Vail's
euphoric bubble, but I'd like to
make a few points in response to
her letter to the editor in the last_·
issue (Dec. 6, 1979) of the CRIER.
First of all, Bonnie, I believe the
ASC was acting in the best
interest of the student body in the
showing of Deep Throat.
As
evidenced by the large turnout
and mucho l'.eceipts, students in
attendance here, your peers, are
very much interested in this type
of film. You are not the only
, student that the words "Associated Students of Central" covers.
Secondly, the large amount of
money made by the showing of an
X-rated movie . benefits all students, not only those "perverts"
who were in attendance. You are
benefitting from this smut money
in the form of more ASC activities,
concerts, films, etc. that are made
possible through such a fund-raising effort.
.
Besides, who is to say that this
movie is smut? Did .you see it?
Are you truly in a position to put
down a movie you have not even
seen·, and further, probably do not
have the qualifications to pass
moral judgment upon? Can you
really be sure that this movie is
dirty, immoral, and totally lacking
any aesthetic value whatsoever?
Lastly, no matter what image
you may have of Central as a fine
upstanding institution of higher
learning, real world experiences
tell me that Central already has a
reputation for being a foot-stomping, beer-drinking, party college. I
was employed in a fairly neutral
location in Washington this summer, far from any significant
colleges or univ.ersities, and when
I told colleagues that I was
attending Central, I encountered
such responses as "Central? UW
or WSU, anywhere but Central!"
Is this the virginal reputation that
you are trying to defend by the
condemnation of one or two
X-rated movies year?

a

Kye F. H;aina

anuary 24, 1980
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Arts and Entertainment
Film Review

:4.pocalypse Now~ One of best on Vietnam
by Eric Gleason

After the end of World War II,
'American ·movie theaters. were
flooded with war pictures. Such
was not the case with the Vietnam
war. Not until several years after
&Jle American pullout did movies
on the crisis start appearing. The
first major mo~ion picture on this

subject (and the only one made unpopularity and, in many cases, the part of special forces intelli- include running gunships as close
during the war) was the Green the budgets for the pictures were gence officer, Colonel Willard. His together as possible without
job: to find Colonel Kurtz (Marlon hitting each other and water
Berets, starring John Wayne. The as low as their plots.
Apocalypse Now, must be Brando) and assassinate him.
skiing through enemy territory.
picture, a semi-smash at the box
Willard runs 'into Colonel KilIt seems that the insane Colonel
office, received a huge amount of placed in a different category
criticism from across the cou~try. altogether for no other film on Kurtz is AWOL froni his duties gore played by Robert Duvall.
· Several more films appeared in America's involvement in Vietnam and, even worse, has formed his Duvall is presented to the
the late 1970's. Hollywood had has come closer to depicting what own personal army. It consists of audience as a half mad leader of his
many misgivings about doing actually happened. Francis Ford Americans, Cambodians, and Viet- _troops who spends his time
them, mainly due to the war's Coppola's presentation, to this namese fighting on the same terms destroying villages and looking for
date, has covered more aspects of as the Viet Cong. Kurtz and his the perfect surf. An attack on the
the war than probably any other army hide in the remote jungles of Vietnamese village is one of the
film. It stars Marlon Brando, Cambodia-at this time considered more macabre high points of the
Robert Duvall, and Martin Sheen off limits to American forces.
picture.
Here the helicopters
Brando, doesn't appear in the rigged for sound, break _into
as army officers.
With ten years in production picture until the last 20 minutes Wagner's Valkyrie battle music
and, despite a heart attack but gives a supurb performance as before unleasing rockets and
suffered by the star, Martin the mysterious colonel. It seems machine gun fire.
The Vietnamese village is
combining print and photography Sheen, the movie opened with a Kurtz's army presents a dangertotally destroyed in one big ball of
into one show, viewers will nation-wide advertising campaign. ous threat to both fighting forces.
From his stonghold, he proclaims
compare and contrast the two Critics generally believed the film that he is engaging in a war to end fire. Colonel Kilgore explains to
would
prove
to
be
the
most
talked
his troops that he loves the smell
mediums. "We've atteQipted to
of naplam in the morning ... "it's the
about one to emerge from the all wars.
select works that will give a
To reach Kurtz, Willard is · smell of victory."
1970's.
· comprehensive overview of what
The film's first few minutes are assigned to a gunship. In his
It appears that the movie's end
is possible in both mediums. A devoted to scenes of Sheen travels up a jungle river, he was one ~f the problems that
broad spectrum of straight for- stumbling around in a hotel room becomes a spectator to the crews'
continued on page 6
ward as well as experimental in downtown Saigon. Sheen plays ideas of a good time.
These
approaches are represented in
both mediums."
White explained that the "exhibit is meant · to inspire an
awareness of the relationships of
different media and how they can
be incorporated by the artist."
Fo}lowing its four week showing
at Central, the exhibit will be
moved to Western ,Washington
University.. Central's Gallery
hours are from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m.,
Monday through Friday.

Campus art gallery
:features area best .
by Michelle Powers

" A year's preparation
.
has
brought to Central's campus what
Evergreen State College Art
<;oordinator Sid White feels is "a
collection of the best work by
Northwest artists· in the print and
photography mediums." The
stlection is being shown at
Central's Fine Arts Gallery
through Feb. 8.
Gallery Director Jam es Sahl~rand is one of the four jurors
who were in charge of selecting
the material for the show. The
exhibit was funded by a grant
{jom the Washington State Arts
Commission and includes the work
of 22 recognized artists from
Washington and Oregon.
White said he hopes that by

Tonights Movie:

·

· NORMARAE

On Film_
·-------------

Southern woman fights for union
in award-winning 1979 movie
.:t Norma Rae, this week's ASC who doesn't like what I'm doing",
movie, is a story about a gutsy, casts her problems aside to join
maternal, decisive Southern worn- the labor organizer.
Although unconsummated, their
, an fighting to unionize a textile
relationship grows as strong as
flctory.
Unlike so many women we've their convictions. By the end of
seen in movies lately, Norma Rae, the movie, the two earn a
credibly played by Sally Field, happiness born of both triumph ·
iin•t a middle-class woman trying and their relationship.
The film, which won the Cannes
to deal with her neuroses. Rather,
it is about an ordinary woman Film Festival award last spring, is
dealing with ordinary workday historically interesting from the
angle of the labor movement. It
--life in America.
The film is based on the life of also features a strong, involved
Crystal Lee Jordan, a textile mill character, a woman who is truly an
worker who joined forces with a innovator and liberator.
~orthern organizer, played in the 1 Field recently picked up all five
movie by Ron Leibman, to form a ·of the major pre-Oscar awards for
best actress of the year. The film
union in North Carolina.
Norma Rae is a vulnerable itself will undoubtedly be a strong
young woman, who, despite the contender for the Oscar. The
fact that she has "three kids, a movie is being shown today in the
drawerful of bills, and a husband SUB Theater at 3,'7 and 9~0 p.m.?JllllllllllllHllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllHlllllllllHlllllllllllllllllllllllllllllHllllllHllllllllllllllllDlllllllll!_!
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Superman The Movie
January 31st . SUB Theatre
Admission:- $1.50
Times: 3, 7, 9:30 p.m.
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and all that .Jazz

Dynamic duet success at 0-Taco
by Rick Capeloto

Allen himself, really pleases the
ear.
•
A local husband and wife team
Allen is a 19 year-old graduate
who hail from Lake Tahuyeh, of Central Kitsap High, and while
washington (but spend much of playing a concert as a bassist here,
their time in Central's music · he was attracted to Cent:cal's
department) is today's focus.
music department.
Terry
Without further ado, let me tell Stratton, a guitar teacher, was
you about the unique talents of. responsible for showing Allen his
Allen and Andi Alto~
first jazz chords, and from there he
I caught the duet last Friday at became totally committed to the
the Outrageous Taco and was six string guitar.
,
Since then, Allen has played
truly impressed at how full the
,sound of a duet can be. Allen is rock, country swing, blues and
back there with his mischievous anything else he could get his
facial expressions comping chords hands on. Allen's older brother
like some sort of talented and showed him his first three chords.
pleasingly demented young wizAndi is an 18 year-old gradu"ate
ard.
His guitar is a big fat of Central Kitsap· who met Alle11·in
epiphone jazz axe that, along with high school where they were into

The Band Box
Beauty Salon
We have combin·e d with the
Campus Beauty Parlor
in the plaza I I

*

**
*

we sell REDKEN products
have evening & morning opp.
men & womens styling
manicores, perms, sculptured nails,
make-up
FULL SERVICE

· ~rformirig.
Andi's appearance would enhance any setting.
She is a
Squaxin Indian who's tribe orignated on an island near Olympia,
Wash. Andi dabbles in many
,forms of art, but currently paints
traditional figures of her tribe.
Andi's training consists of many
years of classical voice training, of
which her father is a teacher.
.She is · up front, poised, . and
quite ready to put some of herself
;into the music that she obviously
Her voice is
loves so much.
smooth, cute, and well trained.
Andi's lower range is especially
rich with a unique quality she's
worked hard to achieve.
This couple can olay good music
all night long with__~ut losing &.n
ounce of motivation. Their aim is
to become as good as they can by
practicing together constantly.
· Both are perfroming in the vocal
jazz group at Central; with Allen
on guitar and Andi on vocals. For
any information about their
availability for entertaining at
parties, or any sort of get-togethers, call the college music
department at 963-1216. Allen and
DUET-Allen and Andi Alto·, a
Andi play virtually any kind of
promising duet! put on an
American music.

impressive show last Saturday
night at Outrageous Taco.

Coppola· Vietnam Vttar film realistic
continued from page 5

In many respects, the· movie
The film looks at different
falls short but brings out some · vignettes from the war, such as.
interesting aspects of those drug abuse by enlisted men, a
involved in the crisis. The ·movie USO show for the troops featuring
also makes ah attempt to show Playboy bunnies, and the crazy
some of the suffering by the stunts pulled by troops, mostly at•
Vietnamese civilians as well the the expense of the Vietnamese.
complete lack of trust between the It's somewhat hard to .believe that
U.S. troops and Vietnamese all these things could tie together
people.
in one film.

Coppola faced, possibly due to his
pending deadline and the fact that
he tried to cover so much in 21/z
hours. Willard finally meets
Kurtz and realizes that this man is
more dangerous than he had
expected which leads to Kurtz's
eventual rlownfall.

MONDAY

LIVE ON STAGE!
A two hour's full stage production with
tons of elaborate equipment for a series of
the most .baffling special effects ever conceived In the minds of men.

ANDRE KOLE EXPOSES
FOR THE FIRST TIME
THE TRUTH BEHIND
TRANSCENDENTAL
DEMATERIALIZATION
THE BERMUDA
TRIANGLE MYSTERY

Andre Kole has performed in 73 countries
on five continents to more than to million
people. This baffling, entertaining,
challenging and inspirational program has
been witnessed by more college and university students throughout the world than
any other program in history. Don't miss it!
Get your tickets now.

THE OCCULT
PSYCHIC SURGERY
COMMUNICATION
WITH THE DEAD

WORLD OF ILLUSION®

A magical, spiritual experience that you will
remember as long as you live ... and ~aybe longer.
sponsored _
by Campus Crusade for Christ International

Monday, January 28
7 PM at Mor:gan Jr. High (Ellensburg)
~

Purchase. Tickets at CWU SUB information booth

s3 ea. grou-p .of 10
s3.50 advance
s4 at the door
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Illusionist to appear in Ellensburg
residents will have the · opportunity to see illusionist Andre Kole
Magic has always left the human -in action.
mind fascinated, awed, and stupefied and on Jan. 28, Ellensburg
When Kole performs, it isn't
unusual to see people materializing, dematerializing, levitating,
0
disintegrating- it is just part of his
"World of Illusion". The two-hour
stage production features the
world-renowned Kole, who combines his performing skills with
extensive background as both a
psychic investigator and an inventor of mystical, magic effects.
by Sheila Countryman
by Tim Mitchell

c entra I h

st s
hi.gh school
.•
ntUSICians

.

Kole has performed and aby Hertz Hall
tomorrow you hear strains of chieved international fame'
music echoing through the- walls, through live performances to more
you might not think anything than an estimated 76 million
unusual. But, on the contrary, people in 73 countries. Through
there will be something very · the medium of television, he has
different' happening behind those reached millions with his televised
walls.
performances in more than 40
The music department is spon- countries.
soring an "Invitational String
There is a regular feature in his
Day" tomorrow with 13 Washington State high schools making up show in which Kole draws on his
research as a psychic investigator
the agenda.
Each high school will present a to "bring out the truth behind
20-minute recital with special communication with the dead- as
performances added by the Cen- well as the Bermuda Triangle and
tral Trio and the string section of psychic surgery". Psychic surgery
is the alleged miraculous operation
the Chamber Orchestra.
For the finale, the orchestras without the use of any medical
will combine for a special number, instruments or anesthetics by the
"Capriol Suite" which will feature so-called "psychic surgeons" who
approximately 300 string instruments.
The finale will be
presented in the SUB Ballroom at
4 p.m.
The high schools participating in
the program are Auburn, Bothell
and Inglemoor, Bremerton, Curtis
(Tacoma), Davis and Eisenhower
(Yakima), Ellensburg, Foss, Moses
Lake, Sehome (Bellingham), Wenatchee, and Wilson (Tacoma).
The first performance will begin
at 9 a.m.
If passing

Portland poet
reads works

have claimed to heal the sick and
incurably ill.
Kole did investigations into this
kind of surgery for Time Magazine
while on tour in the Philipines.
This was to ascertain whether or
not psychic healers would be able
to continue practicing in this
country.
He also testified on
behalf of the U.S. Federal ·Trade
Commision in compliance with the
commission's efforts to halt the
promotion of psychic healers in the
United States.
Kole has been a skilled
illusionist most of his life and
according to some, one of the top
three inventors of magical effects.
He is assisted by his daughter,
Robyn, who is one of the few
female magicians today.
Kole's show is a two-hour
program but during intermission,
Kole tells the audience he will be
talking about J e.s us Christ in the
second part of the show.
In
conjunction with this aspect of the
show, Kole mentions some of the
claims of Jes us Christ as well as
spiritual happenings, such as
miracles.
Kole's performance will be
presented Monday · night at Morgan JuniOr High at 7 p.m..

WORLD OF ILLUSIONAndre Kole will present a 2-hour
show Monday night at Morgan Jr.
High school at 7 p.m. Admission is

$3.50 in advance, $4 at the door
and $3 for each in a group of 1O.
Tickets are on sale in the SUB
information booth.

Portland poet Christopher periodicals.
Howell earned a master's
Howell will present a poetry
reading tonight at 8 in the lounge
English Prof. Philip Garrison, degree in fine arts at the
of the Language & Literature coordinator of the poetry reading, University of Massachusetts, and
Building.
.
said Howell's recent works have he has taught the.re and at
Howell has published five been influenced by his translations Colorado State University.
The poetry reading is sponsored
volumEfs of poetry, and his work from classical Chinese poetry.
has appeared in Poetry North·
The visiting -poet is also a by Central's department of Enwest, Chicago Review, Midwesi studenl of t'wentieth century glish and the university school o
-arts and humanities.
Quarterly, Ironwood and other Spanish poetry, he said.

--~~~~~~~~~..;...~~~~~~~~---

962-9161

-SOS N. PINE

0

~--As-sortm-ent-? ~Foi!eiltt~~~M-ens-shor-tSlee-ve
Womens -

Knit Shirts

POLYESTER
PANTS
$5.99

NOW $3.99
Values To
$18.00 ~

Values to
$22.00
In Famous
Name Brands

Assortment of
Womens Tops
T~SHIRTS,

KNITS TOPS

NOW $6.99

Drawing Board Calenders

1/2 price

.Famous Brands
Values To $26.00

*

Mystic Scotch Tape reg. 59' NOW 3/$1 .00
Maxi - Glow Touch-on Cream Blush TRIAL SIZE 90'
Large Assortment of JEWELRY Values To $4.00 NOW · 50'
MAX FACTOR Maxi double lash mascara CLEARANCE PRICE $1. 99
~~not all sizes in all styles.

SAVE PHOTO COUPONS
.- ·

-1 - aposure
Kodacolor Film
DEVELOPING
and PRINTING.

i1:99:r.
l""' •l l ..
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Malamutes .on the move:
Dogsledding

•
Ill

Ellensburg·
Some people dream about what to do after a long hard day at the
office. Joe Garcia, 29, a full-time Central student gets out his dogs,
puts them in harness and ta,k es his dog sled out for a spin.
By day, Joe also runs the Silent Environmental Education
Camp, teaching first aid along with sign language for the deaf and
medical personnel who will work with them.
By night, he is the devoted owner of 11, 50 to 150-pound trained
Alaskan Malamutes trained as dog-sled teams. He's so taken by
the sport, that he runs his animals over a race track he built in the
back pasture near his house south of Ellensburg.
When he lived at Lake Tahoe, California, five years ago, a friend
gave Joe two Alaskan Malamukes and it was love at first sight. All
the rest of,his dogs descend from them and have a life expectancy
of between 12 to 16 years.
He runs them on his handbuilt sled every night and says they
love the exercise .. Joe carries a picture of the obviously happy
animals taken just after a workout in his wallet.
The common stereotype of a dogsled has the d_river riding on the
back, guiding his dogs. That's not quite correct, according to Joe.
He said, "Drivers don't just hop on the sled. You run with the
dogs-sometimes in knee-deep snow." Sometimes if the terrain is
not difficult and the dogs are running in good snow conditions, he'll
take a ride, but usually he trots behind the sled. "It you're not in
good physical shape before," he said, "It doesn't take long before
you get there."
The driver doesn't use reins either. The dogs are controlled by
his spoken commands. They stop when he says Whoa!; start on
Ha!; and other commands tell the dogs to go right, left, to
accelerate and to decelerate.
·
Training a team, according to Joe, takes about two years. He
says it's mostly obediance training. After the dogs learn to obey
his commands, he puts theni into custom fitted harnesses that he
makes himself. Joe says that it's a natural reaction for this type of
dog to want to pull and all he has to do is give them guidance.
"The hardest part of his job is over for me," according to Joe.
"When a full team is trained, its easy to train more dogs. I just put
one in with the rest of the team and they train him within a day or
so."
Joe enters dog sled races such as the onle held at Easton, every
year, but says he has most of his fun when he takes his team deep
in the woods. He says distractions such as snow-mobilers never
bother him because they can't go nearly as far into the forest as
the team. Joe draws on his extensive experience as a mountain
rescue worker, ski patrolman and winter sports expert when he
·
makes these excursions.
He firmly believes that, if he shows them as much love as
possible, he'll continue to have good results from the dogs. He
said, "Their reward is being loved, the only negative
reinforcement that I use is to ignore them when it's needed."
ANXIOUS YOUTH-A Malamute pup anxiously awaits the day he can join
the team. Garcia has four pups who will soon be in training and will one day
pull a sled.

text by

Ken Munsell
photos by

Damian -Schwarz
HAW-Garcia works his dogs daily when weather permits. The fan hitch is most frequently used by Garcia,
'
though more dogs can be used in the team.
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Sports
Grapplers strong
by Mike Allegre
An improved and stronger group of Wildcat wrestlers made
their presence known last week as they bettered their win-loss
mark tet-4-5. With impressive back to back matches, they claimed
victories over the University of Montana, 21-12 here at home last
Thursday, and on the road Friday against Western Washington
University, 41-6.
It was the first opportunity for Wildcat Ron Ellis to test-drive
. his injured knee that has kept him out of the driver's seat of the
126-pound weight class for five weeks. The initial road test proved
to be a winner as Ellis decisioned Montana's Tom Patierno, 9-4.
Jeff Sevigny wrestled a tough match and just got by John
Carver in the 134-pound class, 4-3.
Central's C.D. Hoiness has had to cut weight to be able to
wrestle in the 142-pound class and he showed his prowess at his
new weight as he registered the only pin of the match. Hoiness
stopped Max Best at the 5:17 mark and at that point, Central's mat
fortunes began turning about.
Hoby Shelton followed up with a decisive 8-5 win over Brad
Benn in the 150-pound class. Benn was billed as one of the more
outstanding wrestlers in Montana's Big Sky Conference.
An always impressive Tony Ledbetter handled his opponent
12-7 in the 158-pound match, and Steve Smith was almost pinned
but turned the tables on Mike Miller and came out a 7-4 victor in
the unlimited weight class.
The following day, the Wildcats traveled to Bellingham to take
on WWU. Western could muster only one victory on their home
mat, the rest belonged to Central.
Ron Ellis (126 pounds) and heavyweight Steve Smith, led the
Wildcat mat attack as they pinned their respective opponents.
Ellis used up only 16 seconds of tlie second round before pinning
his opponent, while Smith's fall came at the 4:30 mark.
Hoby Shelton, at 150 pounds has now won two straight matches
and has shown constant improvement as he took his match 15-9.
Freshman Jeff Sevigny (134 pounds) and C.D. Hoiness (142
pounds), easily handled · their opponents, 13-3 , and 14-3
respectively. •
Tony Ledbetter continued to shine at 158 pounds as he handily
won 15-2 while Norm Charouhas, at 177 pounds, struggled
somewhat, but came out on top, 3-0.
Kurt Bledsoe (190 pounds) came back from a defeat against
Montana and looked like his old self again with a 12-3 win.
Columbia Basin· College comes to Nicholson Pavilion tonight to
take on the Wildcats with matches starting at 7:30 p.m.

CONCENTRATION is shown on Wildcat Jeff
Sevigny's face as he locks hands . with the
University of Montana's John Carver in the 134

pound class match. Sevigny decisioned Carver in a
close match, 4-3.

,------------------~-~-----------

lDiVers dedicated! Cagers split weekend pair
I.

.

1

The Gentral women's diving
team is small but what it lacks in
numbers it makes up in strength
and dedication.
The team consists of five
women-two who competed nationally last year and four (Nadia
Johnson, Kathy Morris, Leanne
Roberts and Sue Troianello) who
are possibly headed in the same
direction this season.
Linda Keeney who volunteered
to coach the Wildcats this season
has umple diving experience. Before coaching at Central, Ms
Keeney coached for the Amatuer
Athletic Union (A.A.U.) for three
seasons and has 11 years of diving
under her belt.
Ms. Keeney said the team is
doing better this season than last
and "the competition is getting
tighter.
Central's becoming a
threat."
The diving competition takes
place during swim meets and the
team has been training since fall
quarter in preparatioJ1.

1I

The women's basketball team
Commenting on what the most split a pair of tilts over the
important part of the dives are, weekend in Ellensburg, crushing
Ms. Keeney said, "The takeoff. If the University of Portland 80-51
your takeoff is good, then you've · before falling the next night to the
got it made."
University of Washington by a
Diving is an individual sport score of 79-62.
which, according to Ms. Keeney, is
Central's season mark now
50 percent ·body' and 50 percent stands at four wins and nine
mind. She continued to say, "You losses.
have to be mentally, and physiHolding a narrow 33-31 advancally precise. You onfy have one tage at halftime, the Wildcats
shot and that's all."
opened the second half by totally
Ms. Keeney stressed the dedica- dominating Portland. Central
tion of the divers stating that went on to outscore the Pilots
"diving isn't meant for quitters.
47-20 in the final 20 minutes of play
The improvement is slow-some- to register an easy triumph.
times years, and it can be very
Central outboarded the visito~s
discouraging".
by a 43-28 margin. The Wildcats
The divers had been working also shot 41 percent from the field
out in the new Ellensburg pool and a sizzling 82 percent from the
because the ceiling over the pool in
Nicholson Pavilion is falling off.
The team resumed workouts in
Central's pool last week to prepare
for tomorrow and Saturday's
meet. One diver said, "It's difficult ·
to concentrate and dive when you
have chunks of ceiling falling on
you."

FOREIGN CAR REPAIRS
AND PARTS

-=-

~hulll• ·. ·· :

~-==
r·~= ,.,:

"Our business is

going places"

;____ I

INDEPENDENT AUTO REPAIR
.603 North Main

925-5539

434 North Sprague
Ellensburg
Phone 925-6961

free throw line.
Central's Inger Bakken topped
all scorers with 23 points, .17 of
them coming in the decisive
second half. Bakken also led all
rebounders with 12. .
The Wildcats were also aided by
the 14 points of A~_n Barstow _af!d

the 10 rebounds of Charlene
States.
The contest with the University
of Washington was also decided in
the second half. Trailing at the
half by a point at 36-35, Central fell
apart early in the second half and
never recgvered.
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HAWAIIAN CRUNCH-Wilcat pivotman Ray Orange [50)
shows his finnese as he drives the lane and lays up a one hander in

Aloha
· Hawaii,
Hello
Central!

... action against the University of Hawaii-Hilo last week in the Aloha
State. Manuvering for a possible rebound is Eli Carter [31] and Vern
Adams (23].

by Eric Unglaub
The · Central Wildcats came
away from their basketball trip to
Hawaii with two victories .and an
opening day defeat. This still
keeps them atop the NAIA
District I .pointwise, with an
impressive 11-4 mark.
Coach Nicholson was extremely
pleased with the two wins, as the
Cats played excellent defense. In
that second Hawaii-Hilo contest,
senior forward Dennis Johnson,
held Todd Zirbel (one of the top
scorers in the NW) to two free
throws. In the same· game, senior
pivot man, Ray Orange played a
whale of an offensive game scoring

WINTER WONDERLAND-At pool side in
Hawaii soaking up the sun as well as relaxing
between games are Wildcat hoopsters Eli Carter,

14 points, grabbing 15 rebounds,
blocking 6 shots, and making 4
steals. Hilo was 15-3 going into
their first meeting with Central.
Nicholson also singled out seniors
Sam Miller and Tony Giles for
. their all-around performance.
"Despite the long journey and
the warm, 'lounge-around-type'
atmosphere, I was real pleased
under the circumstances," Nicholson said. "We didn't take any
tours but we certainly enjoyed the
warm weather and relaxation; we
were there to play basketball and
did quite well."
Nicholson added, "I'm happy we
came back in the position that we
are in (first place in the district).

Sam Miller, Brian Hagbo, Ray Orange, Vern
Adams and Scott Berry. In the pool, hamming it up
are Michael Bryant and Tom Taylor.

This team has continued to
develop and we're back to playing
tough defense."
'
Playing conditions, Nich.olson
said, were tough in Hawaii, but he
was pleased that his team played
well. Central lost both the game
immediately proceeding the trip at
Eastern and the first game against
Hilo in Hawaii.
Nicholson said, "We got off the
track (defensively) at Eastern and
we had the same problem in the
first game at Hilo. Ray Orange is
the key and he had two super
games in Hawaii."
Expressing satisfaction with the
trip, Nicholson also had much
praise for the basketball program
at Hawaii-Hilo. He said, "The
atmosphere, the facility, the whole
thing is a heck of a program. All in
all, it was an excellent trip."
In both of the victories, Central
dominated the inside game and
were extremely tough on the
boards. In the Chaminade game, .
-. Central out-rebounded their opponents 38-18 and took 18 more
shots from the floor. Both teams ·
made 14 free-throws in the
contest:
The two victories were extremely important under the
complicated rating system used to
determine league standings.
Central received two "5's" and a
~'2" for the three games which they
n·eeded badly to remain on top.
Starting Friday night, the Cats
begin a nine-game home .stand,
with two very important meetings
with second place Alaska-Fairbanks on Feb. 8 and 9.
Overall, Coach Nicholson is glad
to be home for awhile as they've
played 12 of their first 15 games on
the road. "We're in a good position
now with the home stand. We
need to keep on winning. It should
be quite a break after playing
away so much thus far."
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Catalog
JOB SEARCH WORKSHOP

RE-ENTRY RAP GROUP

ASSERTION TRAINING

BUILDING SELF ESTEEM

The Career Planning & Placement Center will b~ offering the
' following Job Search Workshop in
January. March graduates, as
well as graduate students, are
encouraged to attend.
The
workshop will be held in ShawSmyser. R@m 114.
Tuesday, Jan. 29, 2-3 p.m~: Job
search methods, the hidden job
market and self-assessment.
Wednesday, Jan. 30, 2~3 p.m.:
Job search eommunication.
Letters, resume, telephone contacts.
Thursday, Jan. 31, 2-3 p.m.:
Interviewing: discussion and film.

A workshop designed for the
older student at Central will be
offered by the Counseling Centei:beginning Jan. 17 and running
through Feb. 14. The workshop
will be Thursdays from 3:30-5 p.m.
. and is limited to students 25 years
or older. For further information
contact the Counseling Center or
call 963-1891.
PACE EXAM

The Central Counseling Center
is offering a three-session workshop on assertive . training beginning Jan. 31 through Feb. 14,
from 10-11:30 a.m. For further
information contact. the Counseling Center or call 963-1391.

The Central Counseling Cent~r
is offering a workshop on building
self-esteem. The four-session
workshop will begin on Jan. 15 and
run through Feb. 12. All sessions
will begin at 5:30 p.m. and end.at 7
p.m.
For further information
contact the . Counseling Center L,
the Sue Lombard Annex or. call
963-1391.

The Professional and Administrative Career Examination.
(PACE) will be offered 'in
· Ellensburg. The filing periods are:
application filing-Jan. 2 to Feb.
15; testing-M~rch 1 to April 26.
CAMPUS INTERVIEWS
PACE is required for most
non-technical federal jobs. ApThe following firms will have plications . and additional informarepresentatives at the Career tion may be obtained at the Career
Planning & Placement Center · to planning & Placement Center,
interview interested candidates.
Barge Hall, Room 105.
Sign-up schedules are posted one
RAFFLE
week, to the day~ before the
arrival of the interviewers on
campus.
One quarter's tuition or cash is
Feb.5 Aetna Casualty & Surety, the price for a raffle sponsored by
the Central Student Council for
Seattle, Washington. Bachelor's claims, underwriting, engineers, Exceptional Children. Tickets are
bonding positions. 70 branches ..:... $.50 or 3 for $1.00 and available
training program - 1 yr. in from any special education major
Seattle.
or ·at booths in Black Hall or the
Feb. 5 Weyerhaeuser · Co., SUB. The drawing is Wednesday,
- Tacoma, Washington. Accounting Feb. 13 at noon in the SUB Pit.
Presence not necessary to win.
positions in controller division.
-Feb. 7 The Bon Marche, Seattle,
WashinITTon. Fashion merchandis- . SOCIOLOGY COLLOQUIUM
ing, busin'ess adm., or liberal arts.
Executive trainee positions.
Beverly Heckart, associate proFeb. 14 First Natl. Bank of fessor of history at Central, will
Oregon, Portland, Oregon. Bank- present a socioloy colloquium,
ing/finance - management train- "Immigrant Workers in Germany;
ing program. Persons interested The New Racism?," today from 3-5
in banking as a career.
p.m. in the Instructional Building,
Feb. 15 The Boeing Co., Se'a ttle, Room 401.
Washington. Accounting, indus- : • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • ·:
trial technology, business, math, •
econ., others.
:
Feb. 15
Sopp .& McQuaig, ~.
Wenatchee, Washington. Accounting majors, staff accountant
position.
Feb. 20 Seattle First Natl.
Bank, Seattle, Washington.
Banking/finance majors or accounting.
Econ majors-w/accounting minor. Management
trainee positions.

FINANCIAL AID
APPLICATIONS

Applications for financial aid for
1980-81 are available in the Office ·
SINGLE PARENT
of ·Financial Counseling and
SUPPORT GROUP
Financial Aid, Barge Hall, Room
209. Students who are applying
A workshop dealing . with
for financial aid at .Central for single parents will be offered by
1980-81 must complete the con- the Central Counseling Center
fidential statement and the Cen- beginning on Feb. 6 and running.
tral application form. Deadline · through March 5. All sessions will
date for submission is Mar~h 1.
begin at 1 p.m. and end at . 2:30
Late applications will be accepted, p.m. and will focus on child rearing
but awards to late applicants will practices of tlle single parent.· For
depend soley on availability of further information contact the
funds after awards have been Counceling Center or call 963-1391.
made to "on time" applicants.
INTERNATIONALSTUDENTS
Undergraduate students are, also,
required to apply for Basic
The Central International Club
Educational Opportunity Grants.
cordially invites all international
students at Central to a social hour
EXIT INTERVIEW
at the Pizza Hut, today at 6p.m.- '
INFORMATION
free pizza and soft drinks~

If this is your last quarter at
Central and you have recieved a
National Direct Student Loan, you
must make an appointment for an
exit interview. Call the Office of
Student Accounts, 963-3546, or go
to'the second floor of Mitchell Hall.

SENIOR YEARBOOK PHOTOS

Se_nior yearbook pictures wiH be
taken of all participating seniors
Jan. 28 through Feb. 1. Sessions
will be fr.om 8:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.

The Native American Students Club will meet this evening
·at 7 p.m. in the SUB, Room 210.

i: ~- ·-

I
.

IN SEAM

Applications for financial aid for
1980-81 are available in the Office
of Financial Counseling and
Financial Aid, Barge Hall, Room
209. Students who are applying
for financial aid at Central for
1980-81 must complete the confidential statement and the Central
application form. Deadline date
for submission is March 1. Late
applications will be accepted, but
awards to late applicants will
depend solely on availability of
funds after awards have been
made to "on time" applicants.
Undergraduate students are, also,
required to apply for Basic
Educational opportunity Grants.
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Al Stevens
925-4176
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'Tear after year. semester
I after semester, the
CollegeMaster· from ,_
Fidelin· Union Life has
been tfie m<)st accepted,
most popular plan on
campuSe!) all over America•
Find out why.
Call the Fidelitv Union
CoHegeMaster·
f~ield Associate
in ~·our area:

: •••••••
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The Baggy
I
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is Here
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1888 Building ·5th &Pearl ~Ellensbergl

f
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LOST-REWARD OFFERED.
Woman 's opal ring. L·e ft in
women's restr.oom, first Door SUB.
, Please call 962-9055. ·

1200.Canyon Road
962;_9444

~

1980-81 FINANCIAL AID
APPLICATIONS

..WHEN YOU WANT TO MAKE
YOUR OWN FASHION STATEMENT

PRAIRIE l\1ARKET

IMPROVE YOUR GRADES!
Send $1.00 for your 306-page
catalog of collegiate research.
10,250 topics listed. Box 25907G,
Los Angeles, California, 90025.
[213]477-8226.

There will be a meeting every
Tuesday at 7 p.m. in the Yakima
Room of ·the SUB.
Ski Club
activities include a five-day trip to
Whistler Mountain in Canada. '
Everyone welcome tO join. ·

-----------........

_Classifieds
FOUND-Part black labrador
male dog. Has leather collar. Call
962-9740.
GUITARIST interested in finding local musicians who like to rock
& roll. Call 925-5472 after 5 p.m.

SKI CLUB

:•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••1111a11111aaa11a11111111a11a1a1a11aaa1aaaan11aa111111a'9a11aaaanaaaaaanaaaa11a11111

....
...

Feb. 20
K-Mart Apparel,
Federal Way,. Washington ..
Bachelor's degree Management
trainee Programs.
Feb. 20 Sears, Roebuck & Co.,
Alhambra, California. Bachelor's
degree--credit management trainees.
Feb. 26 Burroughs Corp.,
Sacramento, California. Business
administration - marketing. Busi. ness machines division - Tacoma.
Feb. 29 Thom McAn Shoes,
Auburn, Washington. Business
adm - fashion mercha,ndising
• management trainee program,
Washingttm, Oregon, California: .

NATIVE AMERICAN
STUDENTS CLUB MEETING

PHILOSOPHY COLLOQUIUM
A philosophy colloquium entitled "Weakness ofthe Will" will
be presented by Robert Richman,
professor of philosophy at the
University .of Washington, today
at 3:30 p.m. in the Language and
Literature Lounge. Professor
Richman will look at weakness of
the will, a ·perennial issue in moral
theory since the time of Plato and
Aristotle.

BOUNTY _1 '0WELS
STARKI.ST TUNA

* No membership required for CWU students *
_...,...

PRICES GOOD JAN. 25-FEB. 24

I

...........

Campus Crier
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Financiaf Aid
barriers avoidable
by Eric Gleason
With the increasing costs of
higher education, more students
· turn to financial aid in an attempt
to finance their education. Cen- tral's financial aid office is
directed by John Liboky and is
located in Barge, Room 209. -The
office has many different types of
assistance including basic grants,
- college work study and sfodent
loans. In many cases the amoµnt
of aid is ·limited. Students who
submit their forms on time and are
deemed eligible usually are the
only recipients or the funds.
Recently, students have made
numerous complaints regarding
the number of restrictions encountered when filing for financial
aid. Some students voiced concern
that not enough information and .
help are given for completing
forms and obtaining aid. John
Liboky said, "Students have
encountered barriers, but in many
cases these problems lay not with
the aid office, but with the
students themselves." Liboky
added, "It is largely due to the fact
that students don't read the forms
and follow directions."
The instruction manual distributed by the financial aid office
states the procedure for filling out
forms and the . requirements
students need to meet befqre
becoming eligible. It warns
students that many applicants fail
to qualify or experience long
delays in processing due to their
not completing or properly filling
out forms.
The departme!J.t requires that
students complete the following
t wo forms: the Central Financial
Application and the Financial Aid

Form (College Scholarship Ser·-vices). The F AF must be mailed
by March 1 although the department does accept late applications.
The Financial Aid Office does not
guaTa-ntee that aid will be awarded
to late applicants for financial aid.
Those awards are based on
available funds.
The purpose of financial aid is to
help those students without
necessary funds to complete their
education. Much information is'
required to fill out the forms.
Students are asked to leave no
blank spaces and remember to
sign and date all forms before
mailing. If not, the forms are
usually sent back to the student,
delaying the whole process.
Students may be rejected for
financial aid for many reasons.
Those students who have worked
prior to their admittance to
Central may be rejected due to the
amount of the past year's wages.
Students may also be rejected on
the grounds that their parents are
currently supporting them. In this
case, parents are requested to help
fill out the forms and report their
annual incomes. Financial aid is
offered only if it is determined that
the families' resources fall short of
students' needs.
An important thing to remember when ,applying for financial
assistance is that you must inform
the financial aid office of any
changes in your plans. In addition,
each student must have good
academic standing and be a
full-time student.
Liboky said, "If students followed these few steps, they should
be able to eliminate many of the
·p roblems they might face while
seeking financial assistance."

or RUN
but get doWn
_to

Tonight through Saturday the Ranch Presents

THE PICKS

~-

and Sunday Night

Greasewood- Reunion
with old & new members of
Greasewood & Friends
Appearances by members of
Lucky Pierre & THE NASH ~ANC?
.Thursday Night is LADIES NIGHT --LADIES-NO COVER-Sunday Afternoon 4:00 pm.
'
$100.00 double eli.mination POOL TOURNAMENT
Sunday NIGHT IS _!UC!£ NIGHT_ dollar pitchers 6-11 pm,
dollar imports all night

't
BAR

tNEWS!

HARDCORES
FEB 16th

SWEEPSTAKES
Tom
Diane
Derek
Vic
Ronny
Russ
Jody
Randal
Tim

Ed
Joe

186416
186426
187817
186473
186508
187809
189248
187900
186617
186755
187863

Bailey
Steve
Steve
Craig
Janet
Kristen
Randy
Allen
Art

187864
187985
189779
186779
189747
186517
189179
186404
189098

